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Pri sr nor : Kor zeni ow ski , ays zard c--	 Prominent Polish Official

Kerzeniovski is P. Polish official with an unsavor y , possibly criminal, past.
Acccrding to witnesses, ho has committed wer crimes whilahimself an inmate of
a German concentrati o n camp. Prolonged interrogation has, so far, not establish-

ed whether , he flea fron Prlend when his past became known to his superiors, or
whether he vas sent tr the ITS Zone to rehabilitate himself by carrying out an
intellicence mission.
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OIC Region VIII Report dated t August 1946,

CIC Region VIII, Report dated g August 1946.

71, CIO US, Interrogation Brief dated 9 Aucust,1946,

'Tar Dept Detachment, Letter dated 20 Aurust 1946.

LCTRODUCTIOY 

This report is the outcome of six months of uninterrupted interrogation
of a subject whose initial statements to CIO had led US Authorities to put
high hopes on any information he might have. Prolonged interrogation has,
however, proved beyond doubt that in his statements he was usually not telling
the truth. On the other hand, most of the	 iti-e so

are likely to contain some factual elements, and it is therefore felt that by
submitting these versions which contain, the least number of inconsistencies,
it may be possible--once that certain basic facts have been ascertained—to
distinguish fact from fiction end to penetrate to the root of the matter. .

'WORT

1. Circumstances of Korzeniowski l s Arrest 

Norzenlowski entered a Jewish np camp in Berlin, called Duappel Center,
on 6 July 1946, under the assumed name of Josef Littauer. To the authorities
at the camp he stated that he had escaped fiqg-TEITETTFOland) where a pogrom .
had recently taken place. It was on the basis of this statement that he was
admitted to the camp . and registered as a Jew from Poland. On 19 July, however,
Korzeniowski was recognized by three Jews living at the camp as a former in-
mate of the Mauthausen Concentration Capp, where he had held the position of
block clerk. It Was while holding this job that he had, according to sworn
statements by the three DPs mentioned, committed nunorous crimes against other
inmatea*. After being recognized, Korzeniowski was beaten by an angry crowd
and finally arrested by CIO agents,

2. Korzeniowski t s Interrogations by CIC Berlin 

a. The First Interrogation

Korzeniewski denied having been an inmate of the Mauthausen Camp
and disclaimed knowledge of any war Crimes committed. Vhen, however, he was
• confronted with documentary evidence, he admitted that he had been the clerk
of Block 19 at Nauthausen and that he had at times maltreated other prisoners,
but he claimed that he had not been responsible for murder or for the selection
of victims to be burned alive in the crematorium.

He attempted to explain his coming to Berlin by his intention of
going to Palestine in order to start a now life and to forget about the past;
ho had registered at the Dueppel Center undor a false name in order to make .
his emigration easier. In the course of interrogation, however, he had to
admit that ho wna not a Jew, n, statement which refuted all his previous sterile,

Eorzeniowski then gave the following account of his life**:

10 May 15	 Born in lrareaw, Poland, as son of Stanislaw and Sophia
Korzeniowski. Attended Gymnasium and Law School in

See Annex

* * Quoted from CIO Report dated 2 August 1946.
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1937 Reccived "Magi star" dogroe„ One year of lona work,•
then drafted. into Polish Army, attended. OM, and ro-
ceived a commission.

1939	 Took part in defense of Warsaw as CO of 4th Co of 36th
In! Rogt. After capitulation of Poland, fled to Lublin
whore ho organisod a group of partisans and kept in touch
with Gon Anders.

1943	 Arrested by Germans while on route to a Mooting of parti-
eat loaders, Internokin OUCE3011, Dachau, and Mauthausen.

5 1127 45	 Libcratcd by US Forces, Helped in food distribution and
evacuation of sick And wounded.

10 May 45	 Left Mauthauson for Ilarsaw and reported to General Staff
of Polish .Army. For his activities during occupation, ho
was promoted to major and rivon "position with Legal Sec-
tion of Dept of Foroirm Affmirs. 'Devoloned strong anti-
Ruscian feelings and, since he suspected that Polish
Authorities know about it, he fled from Poland with help
of travel orders from • ri, friend, authorizing him to go to
Berlin.

b. The Second Intorrogation

The account given previously did not satisfy the CIO interrogator
because papers had been found on the prisoner proving that he 141433 An ardent
supporter of the Polish regime and an  Important mambor of the Polish Socialist
Party OW*. Moroover, ho ha& rogisterod with the Pa-Ish Mission in Berlin

--en the /Mr-day of his arrival, a completely illogical step on the part of a.
persecuted nen ,Ot'had just made his escape from Poland, Faced with this evi-
dence, Korzeniowski admitted that he had lied, and changed the last part of
his story, after his promotion to major in P17.,v 1945.

According to his new account**, he had boon namod chief of Mili-
tary Courts in Ilroclaw (Breslau), and had than boon assigned to organize the
Prosecution Branch of Military Courts in Szczocin (Stettin), whore be also
became active in the local PPS. Be was later appointed liaison officer botweon
the Polish General Staff and the hoadquarters of the region. As such, he made
inspection trips to several military installations and particularly to military
courts.

His activity was interrupted in March 1946, when he was called to
Varsaw to report to Col Schmidt, Acting Chiof of the WZ (niuro Trywiadu
Zagranicsnego - Office of Intelligence in Foreign Countries) of the General
St aff. Schmidt introduced him to a Russian genoral, and Korzeniowski was in-
formed that he had been selected to attend a course for staff offiecrs in
Moscow, comrencing on la !:arch 1946. He therefore loftIr!arsaw by plane and
attended a four-weok course in the KremlinP**.

Upon completion of his schooling, Korzoniowski was sent back to
Szczecin and told that a now assignment would be forthcoming through army
channels.

See Annex In.

gneted from CIC Report dated 2 August 1946.

c , *** According to Korzeniewski, classrooms arc located in the left wing of the
Kremlin, and hero twenty-eight Russian and. Polish fiold-grado officers attendedc-rP a courso which was to qualify the graduates for the position of chief intelli- .
gone° officer attached to a diplomatic 'tOosti their murk there was sup:weed to
be porferued under the cover of press attaches and cennercial or legal advisers,

* *
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larlY in June 1946, an official cable ordered Korzeniowski to
report to Col	 r14.t, and the letter gave him sealed orders which be was .
to deliver o Col Andreieff who was in charac of the Szczecin MilitarY RoqPi

-tal; this man, Yorzeniowski WAS informed, as not a medical officer at all,
but a disguised Russian officer on the Staff of rrop HO in Varsaw. Schmidt
rave Korzeniowski an official identification card bearing the code-nuMber T-26,
and ordered Mn to put on civilian clothes and to proceed to Berlin where he
was to report to the Polish Military Mission for further instructions.

Yorzenioveki arrived in Berlin on 7 July 1946 and immediatelyyC.
reported to Col PrAn, chief of tho Polish rilitary rission, who in turn in-

•

troduced him to Viaj Tuareg, chief of the Intelligence Section. Upon present-4
in his identification card, Korzeniowski as introduced to a Russian Gen
Malinin an rm officer who had his headouartors somewhere in the Russimn V
sector-Of the city. He interviewed Kop zoniovski and had him photographed in
a major's uniform borrowed from ' Twarog.

Fannin told Korzoniowski to register as a Polish Jew in the
Dueppel Center and to soarchfor n. certain Dr Tarkovski in the Teltower Damn 	 decL
Camp; this man is, according to Korzeniovskl, a fornerliember of the Polish
Genoa]. Staff and a scientist in the field of . atomiu energy, and he disappeared
from Poland nnd was suprosed to be hiding in one of the DP camps. If Korzeniov-
ski failed to locate him, he was to report back to the Polish Mission where he
was to receive another assignment that was to take him to Paris.

c. The Third Interrogation 

Then he was interrogated again by CIC*, Korzeniovski revealed
that he had made two trips to France,in Nay and June 1946, in order to induce
Poles living there to return to their homeland. The first trip allegedly
took place on 6 1iny , and he reported to Dr Skrzeszewski, the Polish Anbassa-
dor, and Dr Pietasinskix chief of the Polish Military Mission in Paris. Kor-
zeniowski made CarifiiZ'Ti.iith Polish organizations and leading Polish personali-
ties in France and, upon invitation from the Association of Poles in Vestern
Countries (Zviazek Polakow na Zachedzie), he made several sneeches advocating
return to Poland. In addition to this, Korzoniowski was to organize a not of
agents supposedly sent to France from Italy. He left France on 20 Hay and
reported back to /larsaw.

Since the Polish Government was very well satisfied with the
results of Korzeniovski l s first trip to France, he was sent to Lille shortly
afterwards to contact Dr Tanborski t_the Polish Consul there. His general
assignment was the same ii"a previously, and he stayed in France until 10 June.

* quoted from CIC Report dated 5 August 194g.

Fourteen members of Korzeniowski l s class failed to graduate because either
they did not moot the high re quirements or were considered politically unre-
liable.

The four-week course consisted . of daily lectures, re quired reading, and
conducted tours, and it -as concluded by a final oral and written examination
dealing with all the ground covered.

The following subjects were taught by high,rrnking Russirn and Polish
staff officers:

1. Russian and Polish Intelligence agencies as compared to corres-
ponding services in other countries.

2. Structure of the British and US Intelligence Services, prrticular
stress being put on the organization and functions of the ns Intellirence
agencies.

3, Organization of foreign armies, esnecially functions of various
liaison branches.

4. Recruiting of agents and undercover techniques.
5, Communist indoctrination.

Korzeniowdki has given a list of instructors aril atudonts taking rart in
the course.	 Mr SECRET
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d. Analysis and Refutation of the Story Told by Korzeniowski to
the OIC in Berlin;

(1) Korzeniewski clains to have been born and raised in ITarsaw,
and to have lived there for twenty-three years; yet he is unable to remember
names of streets, any known buildings, theaters, parks, etc., even in the
immediate vicinity of his alleged domicile.

(2) 'T.c claims to have received his 17aster's degree in LAW in 1937,
but this is highly improbable at the age of twenty-two.

(3) After the capitulation of'7arsaw, he allegedly fled to
Lublin, where he organized A. group of partismns who kent in contact with Gen
Anders, but there was no AK (Armja Krajowa - rational Army)* in the Lublin
sector in 1p40, and there was no organized resistance of any kind until rover.-
ber when the P7P (Polski Nrimzek Patriotow - Polish Patriots' Association)
became active,

(4) Zorzeniewski claims to have been prometea to major linen his
return from Gernnny, as re,.rard for his AK activity, This sounds incredible
in view of the fact that the Polish Government was at that time bitterly
hostile to Lnaers mna the AK. Even more fantastic appears the statement that
an AK officer received an assignnent,such as organizing the Prosecution
Branch of VIlitary Courts in Szczecin, directly from the General Staff, by-
passing all regular military channels.

(5) Korzeniouski was pressed for details concerning his alleged
meeting with the Russian general in 'Iarsaw, but he was unable to specify the
location of the meeting place or to describe Col Schmidt and the Russian
general. IThen he was shewn'a picture of a person certainly unknown to him,
he readily stated that it was Co]. Schmidt,

(6) 1Then cuestioned about the intelligence training he had
received in resew, Korzeniowski consistently spoke in general terns, Be
was unable to furnish details about any of the subjects taught, and during
Ms first interrogatien by 17.1SC, he confessed that he hnd lied and that he
had-been in Hoscow only as a member of some delegation touring Russia.

(7) He states that he arrived in Berlin on 7 July 1946, but the
stamp and ante of his registration with the Polish Mission in Berlin** prove
conclusively that he wns in the latter city as early as 4 July,

( g) He made no real attempt to uphold any of his previous state-
ments e7cept the assignment given him to locate Dr Tarkowski.

(9) To his CIC interrogator, Korzeniowski had said that he had
been in France from . 6 to 20 May 1946. However, during later interrogations,
forgetting his previous assertions, he claimed to have done propaganda work
"in the field", i.e., in Poland at that time. According to documents found
on the prisoner***, he had boon granted a three-day leave to ”arsaw, from 19
to 22 May, and he admits having requested a furlough in Szczecin a. few days
before, because he was overworked and because he wanted to be with =4110,
Koziol	 ****, to whom he had sent a telegram from Szczecin on 6 Hay; he even

mitted the difficulties he had had in obtaining the leave because he could_
not be spared in Szczecin at the time.

All the discrenancies listed, in addition to the subject's inabi-
lity to furnish precise details--he was not even able to repeat the exact
story he had told the CTO intorrogator--indicate clearly that the whole pre-
ceding life story was only an invented tale,

A tern used later in the war to designate Anders' forces inside Poland.

See Annex III, exhibit 22.

'bider!, exhibit 16.

Ibiden, exhibit 15.
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Korzeniowskifs Interrogations at MSC

During Yorzniowski l s stry at this Center, he gave about thirty dif-
ferent accounts of his life, and of these fourteen were nlausible enough to
be believed at first sight end to be placed on record by the interrogator.
Korzeniowski l s technique Aid not vary much, , and each time that R. story had
been rroven a lie, he admitted the fact Pnd promised to come out with a. full
canfessiOn. His last accounts were not too well constructed and contained
neny obvious discrennncies; Korzeniowski is well aware of this fact and admits
that he is running out of stories.

Many of the following versions of his life history may contain ele-
knts of truth, but each one hrl	 ato be discarded because of contradictions,
documentary evidence, lack of logically acceptable motives, etc; however, in
rder to give an accurate picture of his methods and mentality, it is deemed
ecessary to submit some of the stories. The accounts riven below are but

very brief synopses of a feu versions of Korzeniouski l s life and activities.

a. The Firt Story

Korzeniowski began with a renetition of the last account given
to the CIC in Berlin, but now many details and names were added that nroved
nure invention. He stated that he hRd received the Geroy award, one of the
highest Russian decorations, that he had been an off leer in the Soviet-
sponsored 2nd Kosciuszko Div, nnd that he hrd seen action in the Kalinin sec-
tor. He also said that the intelligence course to which he had referred
previously had been held in the Krechinskaya School and not in P. winr of the
Kremlin.

To this account, the following objections must be made;

(1) The only two men of Polish ori gin who ever received the Geroy
award were Russian citizens. One is Cant Ilakawski of the 45th Regt,
teenth Air Arny, and the other reci pient, also P. captain, is now dead.

(2) There Va.vs. no 2nd Kosciuszko Div; the 1st Div of the T!ussian-
sponsored Polish Arny bore that name, and the 2nd Div WRS called the Trsugutt
Div.

(3) Krechinskaya School exists, but it is P purely Russian Air
Force school, and no Poles were ever admitted. There was only one school for
Polish officers in Russia, and that was in Ryazan, later transferred to SumY
(ne ar Kursk), then to Lodz,and finally to Cracow.

(4) 7o Polish troons were committed in the front lines at the
time mentionet; Kalinin was taken by the Germans in October 1941 ant recsIN-
turet by the Russians in December 1941..

b. The Second Story 

At his next interrogation, Korzeniowski stated that before the
Irar he hro. been a CtiVO as a Communist. He smir action in the Polish Crnnaign
of 1939, was captured at Sochaczew and interned at Zyrarlow. From there he
escapet to the Russian-occupied part of Polan'd on 10 October 1939, and net
a. Lt Col Babenko who took hin to roscow. It was on this occasion that be
attended Krechinskaya School in order to "learn NEVD methods ant procedure".

He Was, however, very vague and confused. when told to explain
what he had learned about the rim, and for that reason this version bat to
be discarded also.

-6-
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c. The Third Story 

This time, Korzeniowski maintained that his nrevious account
had been true un to his arrival in Moscow in 1°40, when he went to the Kre-
chinskaya School on behalf of the Russian no (Ministry of Defense). After.
completing his course, he WIZ sent to narSAW to contact the Polish underground
movement; however, he returned to oscow wfthout having achieved his object.
His next assianment also took him toVarsaw,where he contacted a certain
Szuminski. Ho then proceeded to Berlin to establish a net of agents there; he
filaTaTiirrfr'	 hal to report back to Varsaw on his activity. He • was successful

in recruiting aaents in Hanburg, Bremen, Bremervoerde, Eckertfoerle, Munich,
and Breslau, but his work in Germany was cut short when his main assistant in
Berlin, Hermann von Pare, was arrested. He therefore remained in Warsaw,
took part in the uprising, and was again captured by the Germans.

For the period after his liberation he followed his previous
accounts, except that he admitted that ho had never been sent to Moscow after
returning to Poland. Ho also explained that he had escancl from Poland
because a friend, Kolasla_hoa informed him that he wae in grave clanger because
of his hostility tdMiera.

d. Thc lotrth Story 

Korzeniowski later explained that his previous accounts had been
mativated purely by his fear of being turned avcr , to the Russians, and he new
produced a new versian of his activities after VZ-Day. He was indeed sent to
Szczecin, but riven a purely political assignment, quite umrelated to military
courts, as he had previously .stated. 4 Crl Janowski ordered him to repart to
a Russian officer, Col Yurin, who spoke flg71-5777Tish and had his office rn
the Aleja IfejskaPolski7FrirSzczacin. Yurin pointed out that Karzenirvski's
friendly disposition towards the Soviet regime and the fact that he was not tra
busy at the time made him very suitable for an intelligence assignment. He there
fore instructed him to report to the Palish Missian in Berlin. Unan arrival
there, he received sealed orders directing him to contact the engineer Eugenjusz
Veber Ha stayed at the latter's house until the arrival of Yurin, wha instruct-t to form intelligence detachments camposed of members of the . KPD. Althaurl--z-s
Karzoniowski was morally onpased to that type of werk, he was obliged ta comply
and took several trips to 7rankftrt and Offenbach for that purnase„ Then he had
finally made up his mind to escape from the arasp of the VEVD, he was arrested
by CIC Berlin.

e. The Fifth Story

During the fifth interrogation, Korzeniowski male an effort to
supply a large number of details, names and places, and moreover, he introduced
a new and astonishing conclusion.

Before the war, he had been a very active member of the Ams
(Students' Association of Independent Socialist Youth), At the outbreak of
the war, he was a 2nd lieutenant and was captured by the Germans at Sochaczel,
on 21 or 22 September 1939, Having escaped from internment at Zyrardow, he
made his way to Varsaw early in October. Since he was unable to locate his
family there, but learned that his fiancee hod left for Vilno, he followed
her there, but was arrested by the Russians because of lack of identification
papers. He remained in n detention camp until late in December, when he was
transferred to a PV camp in Kovno. Through the influence of his fi ancee, who
was a well-known Polish Oomnunist, he was sent to the Gorki Institute in Eos-
cow, where he lived in comparative freedom. It was his fiancee too IAD intro-
duced him to Lt Col 3aben1c24 and the latter asked him to go to Germany for
the purpose of orrafirang a net of agents, Details of the proposed mission
were to be obtained in Varsaw, where Korzeniowski arrived, provided with the
necessary papers and posinr as a refugee, around 15 May 1940. "Then contact-
ing his confidence man, Stefan ,Szuminski.  he introduced himself as Panuall
Rekosicwicz. Hie assignment was to establish nets of agents in large German
ports and other cities for the purpose of gathering positive intelligence
on German industry and aort installations.

1111. SECRET
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Be left ITEITSAW in September 1940 and vent to Berlin 'where he
contacted Hermann Pare of 25 Ileitenver Strasse, who supplied him with the
necessary documents to poee as a salesman by the name of Evart Schember•
He kept in touch with Pore and reru/arly reported to Szuminski, 	 ermatien
being ratherea mainly by Polishrls working in German plants. Korzeniauski
moved to EckerztOPerdewhere he reported on a tor pedo factory, and later he was
sent to rlensburp where larre ammunition plants were located. In January 1941,
he received instructions frou Pare to proceed to nerensburr and obtain infer-
7ation about the Nesserschnitt factory. After that, he left for nersaw to
search for his fenny. He was, however, back in Berlin in April 1941 with
orders to report on the Zeiss factory in Jena and on similar industries in
Essen. He was constantly in one of these three cities until October l943,
when Pare l s daughter informed him that her father had been arrested for black.-
morket activities; Korzeniovski therefore returned to nersaw. -

After another trip to Germany, he remoined • in 7larsaw end found
employment in Szuminski T s coal yards. After hnina tRken rRrt in the narsaw
uprising- and being captured once more, he was sent to Dachau, Buchenwald, and
finally Nauthausen; at the latter corr Korzeniowski was clerk of Block 19,
and he admitted havinr occasionally beaten lazy inmates.

After the liberation, he returned to Polend and held several
minor positions until, at the surrestion of the PPS leader Cyrenkiewios, he
took up molitical work for the PPS in Silesia; in this he was so successful
that he wns npmed Second Secretory of the Party in Szczecin. In his sere
time, he studied diplomacy, end of ter tpkinc a course eponsored by the Foreign
Office, he received a diploma. The gradeates . of this course were invited to
a conference in Lipnice (Liepnitz) where, to Korzeniowski l s rre pt slarprise.
BrIbeLa-was the main speoker. A little later, Korzeniowski W/414 introduced to
o Lt Col Tembors11, who gave him instructions to meet him in Berlin. He
repoa to the Polish rission there on 7 July 1946, and a few d pys later,
Tamborski sent him on P. mission to register at the Duerpel Center, engineer
his own-orrest by CIO, ond penetrate the latter organization by accepting
its expected pronosition to work for the US. raturally he was to report on
all his experiences to the Polish riesion.

f. The Sixth Story 

In the next account offered to the interrorator, Korzeniowski
pictured himself as the innocent victim of blackmail. It begins witi011s
repatriation to Poland after VE-Day, when he learned that his fiancee Halina
Einstars‘had married a certainZozlowski, head of the militia in

nelkow, o member of the PL (Peasant Party which constitnted the main
opnosition to the Communist-dominated Government), approached Korzeniowski
with the object of having Mozlowski assassinated. Korzeniewski refused to
Participate in any such scheme, but, to his horror, he lenrned two weeks
later that Kozlowski had been shot on his way from narsaw to Lodz. Mien
',Telkow hinted that he Could easily ascribe this deed to rorzeniowski, the lat-
ter attempted to bUy his silence by revealing to him numerous confidentipl
reports of the PPS,reloting noinly to the opposition party. On 2g June 1946,
Premier Osubka-rorawski was scheduled to participate in P PPS ceremony in
Szczecin, ond I:Tolkow told Korzeniowski to induce the Premier to follow n, cer-
tain itinerery. Since this implied a, possible attempt on Csubka-rorawskile
life, he refused, but when he learned P. few d pz-s later that ' Tolkow had been
arrested, he decided to escape to Berlin,

c. The Seventh Story 

A similar motive to explain Korzeniowski T s actions recurs in his
next account. Accordinr to this, he vas not taken prisoner in 1939 at all,
but instead he succeeded in obtaining papers as a Trolks Deutschor (German
citizen living abroad), and vas conseouently well treated by the Germans. Be
worked for P. piano manufacturer in Bydgoszcz (2ronberc), but went back to
7arsaw in tine to participate in the Unrisinr of 1944; he wpis then taken pri-
soner and sent to various concentration camps. After the liberation, he
became active in Politics Pnd prominent in the PPS. 'Vnuryvy/Tolkow, who knew
about the posing as a Voiks 1eUtecher during the war, threntened to revel
that Korzeniovski, an important Polish official, had collaborated with the
enemy, and forced him to reveal party secrets to his own opposition pnrty; it

011110 ct,r- 11 ET
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WRS this situntion that induced Korzeniowaki to flee to Berlin.

h. The Eighth Stery 

In the next version of his life history, Porzeniowski followed
his previous sccount, but he added many new details from the time when he
fled from Szczecin. He obteined trevel orders to Berlin by offering his fian-
cee,	 .	 ska--whon he had never mentioned previously-- an oculist
at the laitery Rosetta in Szczecin, to purchase badly needed medical instru-
ments for her in Berlin. Upon arrival, he registered et the Polish rission
where he got accuainted with ohe Eugenjusz Igeber, who invited him to share his
spertment. One day,7eber casuelly pointed out the Duegnel Center to his
friend, end the latter decided to enter it end start A new life. He made
numerous friends through en old ac quaintance from Poland, P man by the nem of
Pasternat. He else) met Romanowicz, P former official of the Beznieczenstwo
ClYeIfsh /ilnistry of Sec151117-7Frce in Szczecin, who now lived in the 7rench
Sector of Berlin, and whon he told of the reasons for his escape. Romenowicz
Assured Korzeniowski thet he knew of R way to rehebilitete himself and return
to Polend cleared, of all chnrres; for this purpose, he introduced him to R

Russian Haj Goncharov and to an American Lt Janes; however, Korzeniowski
received no hint RS to the plans they harbored. A little later, Korzeniowski
net another mAn, a certain NN%iatigaz who, upon hearing his story, said that
he w P s willing to assign him a mission, nnd the possibility of YorzeniowsklIs
return to Poland would depend- upon its outcome; the nature of the assignment
was again not specified, and Zorzeniowski never had e. chance to find out the
details.

The following day,Psaternak recuested Kor7eniowski to help him
And his friend Goldberg do A. job at the camp. Xorzeniowski censented, and
that night he gin.4TEM"Tre approach of Block 41 while his friends loaded Pn
object shaped like P. human being end wrapped in P. burls" bag into a car; Kor-
zeniowski remained ignorant of the contents of the beg. The operstion was
spotted by the canp police, and while Pasternak succeeded in °see ping with
the cer, Korzeniowski and Goldberg were arrested. However, the Authorities
were satisfied by P. story made up by Korzcniowski to explain the episode, and
after his release he still had an opportunity to give n. pie= concert in the
Luna Theater, before being errested by CIC on 19 July.

The Yinth Story 

After several more versions containing only minor changes, Ier-
zeniowski stated that he VMS willing to roveel his true mission, which was to
kidnap two former Polish officials, celled	 ieM:7robel, from the
Dueppel Center. He claimed thet the OTASO e of the burirTe7, referred to
above end t rhiph took place on 16 July 1946, actually constituted the kidnap-
p ing of Pawlowski, and he stened P written confession to that effect.*

However, innediRte investigation in Berlin revealed that the
episode referred to had simply been a black_narket operstion which involved
selling large quantities of meat of doubtful origin.

j. The Tenth Story 

In the next Account, we fir. Re. y :vletely changed life history,
one that varies in elnost every detail	 the preceding stories, and is
therefore reproduced in detail. Korzeniowskl started by revealing thst his
real nanc was not Xorzeniowski at all, but Frey_tac He was born and raised
in Poznan, and his father, Otton, was of CaFFF-05iii!in, while his mother,
Zofja, nee Robinson, was Jewish. His life history since 1939 follows:

1939	 Captured during Pogsh Cempaign, sent to Kutno, then to
Oflar X in Fienburg an der Veser.

* Soo Annex V
-9 -
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Nov 45

Jan 46

cimsm/43...

TOP S R ET
•an 4o	 Sent to camp in Itzehoe, near Hamburg. There, he and a

certain Lt Danzinger claimed to their interrogators to be
pure Aryans, but two Polish officers, Capt ) 	 and. Lt
litthaval, certified that they wore Je . 	 e,Korzeniow,
eici and Danzinger were sent to Fallingbostel, near rerden,
and later to the Mannschafts Straflager (a punitive csnp for
enlisted non) at Sandbostel, near Bremerhaven, where Danzinger
saggested that they take revenge on the officers who had given
them away by falsely denouncing then as war criminals who had
executed 16 German Infs,

May 41	 Sent to Lindenbusch (either in Pomerania, or Silesia), then to
Hamburg.

Dee 41.

Jun 42

May 44

20 May 45

Jun 145

15 Jun 46

Transferred to the 1101X8RW prison on 7 Danilowska, then taken
to "Sondergericht u trial against Majewski as prosecution wit-
ness. nhen . he retracted his previous statement as being a
lie, he mls sentenced to five years in prison, and Danzinger,
in absentia, to twelve years.

Sent to prison in nronki.

TrRnsferred eonseoutively to Dachau, Buchenwald, Mauthausen,
and Guosen, near Magdeburg.. At the office of the latter camp,
a certain Jozewicz worked, and he learned the reason for
Korzeniowgirrriirrisonment.

Vent to Linz where he registered with:Polish Committee, giv-
ing his nano as Kerzeniowski. Provided with papers and a
RR ticket to Varssw.

Returned to narsaw, but decided to settle in nroclnw (Breslau),
where he was not known. Got a job in meat packing factory
and started work in PPS circles. Became known Rs orator and,
propagandist, greeted the visiting Premier, and on that ()OCR- .
sion was congratulated by Cyrankiewicz and Rneinek, two high
tarty officials, and admitted to Regional Committee of the PPS.
Gave up his job to devote himself exclusively to Party affairs,

Attended a meeting of the "Friends of the Soviet %lion" at
Marshal Rokoesovski I s headquarters near Lignice.

Called to arse" by CYrankievice and appointed temporary
chief of the local Government and Parliamentary Section of
the PPS; later nominated Second Secretary of the PPS In
Szczecin.

Received delegation of former political prisoners; one of
them, Marian-CWillalti, recognised him as the former camp
inmate Freytag. Ten days later, a friend called Mydlarz, who
worked for the Bezpieczenstwo, showed him statemenrWrIten
by Owilinski and Jozewicz in . which they stated that his name
was Freytag and that he had been imprisoned for falsely de-
nouncing two Polish officers Rorzeniowaki assured /Wlarz
that the accusation was uatv..Liffed, but decided to flee from
Poland at once.

The remainder of this account follos the preceding stories, with
the excep tion of the fact that, according to the new story, Smirnov had pro-
mised Korzeniowski a job with OMGUS, and implied that information reported by
him would be a means of rehabilitating him and making possible his return to
Poland. Korzeniowski also claimed that he was told by one Czechowics. who
witnessed his arrest by CIO, not to mention the names of Gonowarov, Smirnov,
and Romanowicz; the latterwould, if Korzeniowski kept his mouth shut, obtain
his release.

-10-
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k. The Illeventh Story

In his next interroration, Yorzeniowski introduced new important
changes in his life history, beginning with his life in Poland before the war.

He was married in 193g to ”'anda Gertruda, 7enadkowska, and was very
active in Communist circles. His palsT"g"6-Erirt—ip s -CraTi7aisapproved of his
political outlook Rnd of his marria ge to a worker's daughter, and consequently
deprived him of his allowance. He therefore tried to aupport his wife by em-
barking on a career as an abortionist, sipning his name to medical prescriptions
while still a student, and he even stole money from Party funds. Convicted
of performing abortions and of impersonating a doctor, he was sentenced to
three years imprisonment in PloCk. Paroled in Aurust 1939, he was assigned to
a line outfit RS a private. He fought in the Mlawa-Ciechanow sector and was
captured on 20 September 19391 posing as a lieutenant, he managed to be assign-
ed to an officers' camp . His life RS R prisoner and his false denunciation
of Polish officers followed the lines riven in his previous account.

After VE-Day, he searched for his wife and child, first in Poznan,
and than in Tlarsaw, where he finally located them. He then took up work as a.
medical assistant at the Swietero Ducha Hospital in Uarsaw, intending to obtain
his medical decree as soon as possible. However, his father-in-law, P. Communist
who became an influential member of the Government, persuaded him to abandon
his studies and become aParty worker instead. In Yovember 1945, he changed
his name to Korzeniowski and went to Vroclaw as a PP8 official. The story of
his successes, first in ”roclaw and lAter in Szczecin owas repented from pre-
vious accounts, up to narch 1946, when he was sent to attend an orientation
course in oscow At which the forthcoming Polish elections were discussed. On
1 June 1946, his wife and child moved to Szczecin, where they Obtained a house
next to that of the governor of the region. Three weeks later, however, they
were all arrested by two Russian officers, called Goncharov and Ryknfiev, 
taken to Vilno, and. informed that Eorzenioweki l s r5i5FMnrratb1e activities tiefore
and during the war had become known to a journalist of the opposition party,
who intended to reveal them in his paper. A public trial was excluded because
of the unfavorable publicity it would give the rerime, And he was given the
choice of being deported to Siberia or of accepting an unspecified mission to
Berlin. Et agreed to the latter and was taken to the liKVD building at Cumience,
a suburb of Szczecin, where he stayed for stout five days. He was able to
contact his lady friend,Krystyna Jablkowska,there, and told her about his
situation and his intention oresOFTTErCTI was with the help of a certain
Pota off, that he received a set of for ged papers and travel orders enabling

roceed to Berlin on 1 or 2 July 1946. There be registered with the
Polish Eission where he stayed while contemplating a suitable opportunity
for escape. The best solution appeared to be . to roister at R DP camp under
an assumed name. Therefore he entered the Dutppel Center AS Josef Littauer
and was arrested there two weeks later by CIC.

1. The Twelfth Story 

In his next account, Eorzeniowski made an effort to present a loci-
cal plot involving a . complicated soy ring and at least one US officer. He
reiterated his last story IAD to the time when he arrived in Berlin, and then
continued as follows.

The Polish Ilission put him in touch with a. Col YUrin, who had his
office in the Russian Sector of the city and who received him in the Presence
of a Polish CRpt laldauer whom he know frcn Szczecin. ”ildsuer told Yorzen-
iowski that he headed a net of arents who were 10B officers, one of the latter
being p. Capt Hirsch from 7annsee. Yorzeniewski t s first assignment was to aid
in the sabotnring of RR tracks in the vicinity of Bremen. After he had ac-
complished this mission, Yurin assigned him to the birrer job of blowing Up
vas tanks at the Tempelhof aerodrompandsystemotically sabotaginr planes and
egnipment: the actual work was to be done by several German Communists who
were hired by R certain Nrs Salzmann, chief of the employment office nt the
airport. However, Kerzeniowski was Arrested before the plan could be put
into effect.

-11-
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Although he abandoned this version a little later of his own accord, .
an investigation was made in order to ascertain whether there might hnve been
any truth in his statements; they proved to be just'another fictitious crention.

m. The Thirteenth Story 

'Then he produced his next life history, Korzeniowski attempted to
picture himself as a repentant sinner, a criminal ashamed of his record who
had finally decided to admit everything without reservations.

He had never been married, as previously stated. He hpd studied
medicine in Poznan and had learned how to porforn abortions, P skill Of which
he availed himself to the full; in addition to this unsavory activity, he sold
stolen drugs, dealt in cocaine, and forred medical prescriptions. Since he
could still not nrko a sufficient nnount of money this way, he went to the
Department of Health (Panstwawy Zaklad Higjoniczny) in Torun in Hay 1038, pos-
ing as an inspector fromnarsaw called Dr Gidynski, and wucceeded in onbezz-
ling 30,000 zloty entrusted to him for the purchase of medicines. He WAS

arrested and sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment, and when his previous
activities in Poznan became known, this was extended to a term of three years.
He was serving his sentence in flock when, on 3 Septonber 1939, the approach-
ing German armies created a confusion which enabled him to escape. He went
to . Kutno where he reported to a Medical Center for Ws and succeeded in imper-
sonating a medical officer, assuming the name of Dr Prxybylski. He went
through several W camps until, in January 1940, he WAS recornized in Itzehoe
by a certain Lt Skibniowski, who denounced him to the German camp authorities
as an impostor who was neither n, doctor nor an officer. It was for this rea-
son that he transferred first to Fallingbostel and later to Sandbostel. Here
he did everything to improve his fate by ingratiating himself with the Gernans,
telling then thnt his father had been an officer in the German Army,and ask-
ing to be treated as a Yolks Doutscher. He also lied that he had knowledge
of war crimes committed by Lt Skibniewski, who had unmasked him. Vben trans-
ferred to Ilarsaw to act as a prosecution witness, he retracted his statement
and was sentenced to five years imprisonment; he was subsequently taken to
Dachau, Buchenwald., and Kauthausen. Liberated by US Forces, he went to Linz
and worked as medical officer for a Polish guard company stationed in Ttells;
fear of punishment for a few minor offenses, however, decided him to flee,
and ho joined a transport of repatriates to Poland.

In Prague, on the way, the Rol Cross provided him with papers under
the name of Nalecz. He first went to Katowice and obtained enp/oyment in a
clinic for arrxruKT he was, however, recognized by a formor inmate of the
Hauthausen camp ant had to flee. He then went to Ilroclaw and there began the
spectacular political career mentioned previously. At the height of his
glory, he was appointed to the Supreme Council (Rada Faczelna) of the Polish
Socialist and Communist Parties, In ?arch 1946, he was chosen along with
Rusinek (head of Polish Trade Unions), Dnprowolski,andlitagt to represent
the Polish Socialist and Communist Parties at a - conforearin Moscow, where,
after three days of discussions, they received, instructions from their Russian
C011earUCS Malenkov, Sokolov, and Mielnikov. .Upon their return tollarsaw,
they were at once received by the Premier to whom they reported on their trip
and banded the instructions they had received.

Kerzeniowski was then appointed to the previously mentioned position
in Szczecin, and received the Cross of Merit in a solenn ceremony. Finally,
he was nominated to represent Pomerania r% the Kational Assembly, In this
connection he stated, "I was considered one of the leading citizens of Poland
and enjoyed enormous prestige in parliamentary circles. The Chief of the
Polish Government and his Ministers consulted ne frequently, and. ny advice
, 'as highly valued by them".

Thus, within six months, he rose from complete obscurity to a lead-
ing position. This unusual success story was interrupted when tholIarsaw
authorities discovered his past, end he was requested to relinquish his duties
in Szczecin and report to the capital. Korzoniowski, however, decided that
it was safer for him to flee to Berlin.
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n. The Fourteenth 'Story

In the last interrogation that took place before the writing of this

report, Korzeniowski stated that he had never assumed any names other than
his real name Korseniowski, and. thnt he had never . committed crimes of any kind
either in Poland or in Germany. He had been a Communist before the war, and
afterwards had done well in Poland, but the brutality of the Bolsheviks had

horrified him so much that he had decided to leave his country,

cormus IONS

1. Possible lictives . for Korseniawski t s Coming to Germany 

It is, of course, possible that Korzeniouski is a loyal Polish official
who was sent on a mission to Germnny; in that case, his numerous untruthful
statements can be explained simply by his desire not to betray his real mission.

However, it seems much more probable that he really has a criminal
record, both before an during the war, and that he managed to keep this fact
hidden so well that he attained a high position in the Polish Government ser-
vice after the war, until his past finally caught up with him. In that case,
he may actually have agreed to go on an intelligence mission on the understand-
ing that he would be rehabilitated or at least not prosecuted if he were suc-
cessftl. It may also be that he really fled from Poland when his past was
discovered without having been offered any intelligence assignment, and in
that ease, his constant lies might just be delaying tactics calculated to
escape trial as a war criminal.

He mRy have invented the story that he was active in Russian and
Polish Intelligence after his arrest by CIC, in order to have it believed that
he is prepared to put his supposedly valuable and extensive knowledge at the
aisposal of the ITS; this, in turn, would help him regain his liberty and escape
punishment for his past crimes.

2. Zorzeniowski l s Attitude and Reactions 

Korzeniowski is undoubted17 a megalomaniac whose inability to dis-
tinguish fact from fiction has assumed pathological proportions. In addition
to this, however, he undoubtedly did not hold his interrogators in high esteem
and seemed to feel that an American is gullible enou gh to believe the most
incredible stories. In particular, he appeared to think that his inteirogators
knew absolutely nothing about life in present-day Poland and Russia. Horeover,
he assumed . that if he could only make them believe that he is a Jew or at
least a half-Jew, he would be safe from the consequences of whatever offenses
he hal committed. Ho also felt certain that he would gain advantages by flat.
tcry, and that if he offered to work as an agent for VS Intelligence, his offer
would be accepted readily and without 'reservations,

Zany of the stories were told on his own initiative; he would either
write a note to the interrogator or state verbally that he had important re-
velations to make. He would then preface the latter by saying that he was
"tired of lying", "fed up with everything", or that "after P. long internal
struggle" he had decided to tell the whole truth. Freauently he asked for
special privilcaes like better food or more cigarettes, so as ta be able to
concentrate his thoughts and muster the strength" to tell the whole truth,

On other occasions, he threatened to csmrit bsicide or to start a hunger
strike because he was denied treatment colipa'Able with his position.

At the outset, his attitude was arrogant and impertinent; he was
i sp s tient with the guards, critical of food and auarters, and dissatisfied
with the welfare officer, a constantly demanded to see the Commanding Offi-
cer, wrote letters to Gen licUarney, to the Polish President, to the Central
Committee of the Communist Party, to the Polish ration, and even a few to the
interrogator.

111OPIECRET
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1Tithin a few weeks, hp lost some of his cockiness, and later there
was a complete change; he now wanted., .to make believe that he vas a sick and
broken man. He invented ailments and was constantly clanorinr for the doctor.
Pretending that he could not control his urine, he surprised the intorrorator
by inserting, during an interrogation, his handkerchief into the opening of
his underwear. non requested to undress, he reluctantly obeyed a completely
dry body and underwear. He also complained of terrific migraines and a loss
of memory. Occasionally he made statements calculated to rive tho.impression
that he had gone out of his mind.

His most recent lino was an attempt to gain sympathy by expressing
for of the Bolsheviks ana their brutal methods.

3. Tentative Appraisal of Korzeniowski 

Kerzeniowski has a good educational background; after having matricu-
lated from high school, he probably had a few years of college, and possibly
even a law degree. Tbile his knowledge is far from solid., he disposes of
extensive intellectual baogago, chiefly calculated to impress people; he there-
fore avails hinsolf profusely of Latin phrases and famous sayings of rreat men.
Since he also has n very gool memory, he is able to show off his knowled ge at
the slightest provocation, ana'nore often without any. *nb is undoubtedly an
excellent orator and a caustic, alert conversationalist, nrei his attempts at
brilliance become particularly frequent when he believes that they will help
him to rain the smallest favors or considerations.

All his other qualities, however, become insignificant when compared
to his ability to lie. Tolling untruths cones naturally to him, without any
effort or hesitation, and. he uses every trick of the trade to convoy the in-
pression of sincerity; thus, he can reproduce an interior struggle and tears
with the skill of a first-class actor. Not only does he lie against all logic
and when faced. with evidence pointing to the contrary, but he also nixes facts
with fiction when there is no obvious motive. Even his own stories unabashed-
ly picture his life as one full of lies, deception, and windle. He lied to
his girl - friends, he lies to other prisoners; all his stories contain lies.
He states that he has lied so much in his life that sometimes he wonders
whether he can still distinguish true from false. This statement is also a lie,
The reason he gives for his constant lisregard of the truth is that his inter-
rogators have always boon suggestin g to him a secret mission and attempts at
kidnappinr or even murder as motives for his coming to Berlin. On another
occasion, he indicated the more plausible motive that he wanted to confuse his
interrogators to the point whore they would be unable to recognize the truth
when he finally decided to toll it.

At the sane time, he suffers from me galomania to P. degree which is
quite exceptional, oven taking into account his national backrround. nia be-
lieves that it is almost impossible to match his talents and abilities, and
he states medestly that he was P, "young star in tho political life of Poland."
and that "the way to the highest Polish office—the Presidency—was open" to
Mm, He ii always talkinr about his dealings with high-placed political per-
sonalities,ana he makes no bones about his disdain for the connen people; bz
sees no contradiction between this attitude and the Communist beliefs which
he claims to have held formerly.

In addition to all his other blerolshes of character, he is.a proven
dipsomaniac, nnd appears to be lacking in oloral principles of any kind.. No-
thing is sacrel to him; love, honor, and looligion mean absnlutely nothinr.
Ilh.nt is unusual for a Pole, he has no nride at all and is completely shaneless:
for a cigarette butt, he will make any promises or statements that happen to
be desired, by his interlocutor.
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COMMITS AND RECOMSNDATIONS 

KOrzeniowski arrived, at this Center on 9 August 1946 and. has been inter-
rogated almost without interruption ever since that date. All known aids to
interrogation have been exhausted. Although he admits that he has "run out
of stories", he cannot be said to be "broken", because it would at this point be
almost impossible to recognize the truth even if he had told it, unless it were
possible to check some of his statements, His inordinate propensity for lying
makes exterior corroboration imperative,

It is, therefore, recommended to the agencies interested that a serious
attempt be nade to check at least on the basic facts of Korzenivwski l s differ-
ent stories*. If renewed interrocation on the basis of information received

1

 in reply to these questions should again prove inconclusive, Yorzeniowski
should be tried for crimes allePedly committed in a German concentration cam:).
It is requested that the question be determined now whether he will have to be
turned over to the Polish Authorities. The latter course should., if possible,
be avoided in view of the knowledge he has necessarily gained about this
Center during his long confinement here.

DS/P741/wb

For the Commanding Officer;

C*1

/ •	 '	 1.4 .	 .	 1

/ JOHN IMINIG (

Capt	 AUS
Chief, CI Section

* See brief which constitutes Annex II.
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U. Introduced by friends into the milieu of the PPS, he started his
rolitical career and became a member of the Exoeutive Committee of the PP'S in
Wroclaw. In October 1945, he took an active rart in a conference of industries
(Zjnzd Przenyslowy). He became a member of the R;tda Faczclnn of the CC (Centrnl
Committee of the Communist and Socialist Pnrties). From November, he lived at
1 Plac.Rittcr.

12. In March 1946, he i)CCarle Second Secretary o f thelfolewedztwe (Regional
Administration) in Szczecin.

13. On 15 May 1946, he became deputy of Krajowa RndR Farodowa.*

14. Polish authorities discovered his past, mid he fled to Germany it the

.berinning of July 19 46.

15, The precedinr is comosed of statements made by Korzeniowskl. In ad-
dition, it would be of utmost importance to learn as much aboUt his past as
possible. In particular:

a, His life in Poznan, his address, his aller:ed crimes (par )4 . and 5).

b. His life 7md political activity in Wroclaw (par 10 end 11), and
his life in Sroda where he wns First Secretary of the Powiatowy Kcnitet PPS**
(end of November '19)45).

c. His activity as a journalist in Wroclaw and in Szczecin. It is
known that an article signed by him nppenred in the Naprzod Kolnoslaski Anted
11 January 1946 (Na Zamoldenie Czeskiej Proparandy — On Orders of the Czech
Propaganda).

d. His life and activities in Szczecin (par 12, 13, and 1)#).

c. The reaction and notices cf the Polish press after he left Poland.
Have war crimes been mentioned in connection with him? It is believed that
mention was made of him in the Polish press nfter his departure.

f. Whether he had a close connection with a Dr Krystynn Jnblkowska,
an oculist in Szczecin. She allegedly live/, in the sane house as a certain
Mikula, Vice President of the railroads (59 Alejn Pinstow).

r. Who is Miss Mira Gredn, 15Wielun Street Pow, nojew Lciikie,
and what was her relation to 7orzeniowski?

h. Who is Miss Hanna Kozlowska, Vrilcza Street, At 7, Warsaw,
and what was her relation to Korzeniowski?

Who is Capt Arkadiusz Wilinuer from Szczecin?

j, /.111c is Lt Jurck Korcynski (last name uncertain), who lived in the
same house with a certain Nurowski, Boleslava Snialego Street, near an officers'
club in Szczecint

16. Any information of any nature concerning Korzeniewski is most desirable.
This brief contains only n limited number of ouestions, and it is of importance
to obtain, if possible, most detailed answers,

* National Council — Erovisiondl:PolisbCP6r/iarent before the election of
January 1947.

** County Cemmittee of the PPS.
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ANALYSIS

Arrmx III

OF DOCUMNTS FOUND ON KORZEITIOUSEI

Prisoner: Korzeniowski, Ryszard	 Prominent Polish Official

1, Dated 15 Sep 45: Membership card of the Association of Former Political
Prisoners during the /Tax Period of /939-1945.	 Zntries
state that Zorzeniawski, Rysiard, born 10 May 1915, address;
Uroclaw, PowstanCow Slaskich, gm Dyrekcji, was interned in
Dachau No 10,5 ‘12, in Buchenwaldond in Meuthansen No 142,214.

2. Dated 15 Sep 45: Letter from the Secretary of the Association of Former
Political Prisoners recommending Korzeniowski for a job
with a Er Rakoczy, Representative of Polish Cooperatives.

3, Dated 27 Nov 45: Letter with healing of the PPS (Polish Socialist Party),
Reeional Committee of Lower Silesia in 7roc1aw:
"The Reeional . Committee of the BPS of Lower Silesia certi-
fies that Comrade Korzeniowski, Ryszard, is First Secre-
tary of the County Committee of the PPS in Sroda.	 The
Regional Committee of the PPS of Lower Silesia authorizes
Comrade korzeniowski to or ganize PPS cells in the County
of Sroda. All military and administrative authorities
are renuested to give their utmost help to the bearer of
the present letter,

/First Secretary J. Varwas"

4. Jan 46'1:	 Membership Card of Polish :Red Cross made out to
, Ryezari,	

Korzeniow..
ski, 	 30 Bieruta. Dues paid for first
four months nf 1946.

5. Dated 2 Jan 46:	 Membership beck irith phrtograph certifyin g that Kerzeniow-
ski is Ft Member of the PPS in Ifroclaw.

6. Dated 6 Jan 46:* Love letter written to Korzeniowski by a. girl called•Mira
Greda of Vielun. She tells about her love and begs him
to stop drinking . Since their last meeting in Sroda, she
is no longer the carefree little . girl she used to be,.and
shc calls him the backbone of the country. A PPS party
given at her scho-1 is mentioned.

7. Dated 11 Jan 46: Pages 3 and 4 of the daily paper "Lower Oilesia Progressive"
containing an article by Korzeniowski "On Orders of the
Czech Propaganda, discussing and denouncing the latter
and attacking Polish emigrants, in particular a Prof Solar—
ski. The author states that this man works for Gen Anders'
cli que, and asks every thinking Pole to pass judgment on
that pseudo—intellectual.**

g . Dated 15 Jan 46: Letter from Regional Branch of the Temporary State Admin-
istration in Swidnica neminatine Korzeniewski to the post
of Temporary Chief of the State Administration in Volow.
Korzeniowski is requested to teke over the duties of one
rupczynski and to submit a report within two weeks. Sign-
ed by B. Lipinski.'

* The date "6 Jan 45" given must be a mistake, since the attached picture is
dated g Jan 146, and. because subject was still in n. concentration camp in
January 1945.

** A typewritten manuscript of this article is also available.
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9. Dated lg Fob 6; Letter with heading of P20 Regional Committee in !Ireclem„
Contains official notification Korzeniewski is dclop7ated.

by the Rerionnl Committee of the PPS in Lower Silesia to

attend a meeting in Lignico on 24 February l9 6.

10. Dated 19 Fob 46: Same letterhead as above, Certificate statin g that Kor-
zeniewski arrived on official Party business on 13 Feb-

runry and that he will depart on 19 February at 1330 hrs.

11, Dated 27 Mar 46: Letterhead of BPS in Gdynia thanking Kerzeninwski for
returning 500 zloty, and reminding him nf a promise he
has made,

12, ro date: Letterhead of PPS Rerienal Committee in Szczecin. Mimeo-
r,raphed form filled out by Korzeniowski and signed by the
Secretary of the PPS Zugenjusz PrzetReznik; Korzeniowski
is assirned to do prcnaranda work in connection with the
forthcoming elections in the countries of Zagoze and
Kamien. The authorities are requested to assist Korzen-
iewski in this work,

13. Dated 17 Apr 46:* Letterhead of PPS in Szczecin. Addressed to Central
2xecutive Cemmittee of the Recovered Territnrite, ITarsred,
18 Iliejska. The recipient is informed that there is a
possibility of employing Comrade.Miedzejewski in the Fire
Inspection Branch. Concluded by "Socialist Greetings"
and a typewritten sirnature: Second secretary of the
Rerional Committee of the PPS, Ryszard Korzenicwski,

14. Dated 27 Apr 46: Same letterhead as aixve. Korzeniowski is delerated to
a meeting in Zlocien,

15. Dated 9 Nig 46: Letter from Hanna Koz1ewska,.5 . 7i1era Street, ITnrsaw.
She confirms that she received Korzeninwski's telegram
and holiday cnrd a few days aro.** She shows great af-
fection for Kerzeniowski-and would like to see him.

16. Dated 13 nay 46: Letterhead of EPS in Szczecin, Rerional Committee of the
PPS in Ilestern Pomerania ('rants a furlough to comrade
Kerzeniewski from 19 	to 22 Mny; the Military Authori-
ties, the Dept of U'atinnal Defense, and the Bezpieczenstwo
are reouested to assist him in his journey from Szczecin
to Ilarsaw.

s/Przetacznik

17, Dated 27 Jun 46: CitrWorkers/ Committee of the PPS in Szczecin certifies
that Korzeniewski 17orked for then in a satisfactory man-
ner,

s/Tadeusz Chudy

1Z% Dated 29 Jun 46: Letterhead of the Assistant Manager of the State na in
Szczecin. Letter rf recommendation written by Kerzeniew-
ski: -

* This exhibit centains many typinr orro vfld is not signed. It could hardly
have been sent out in its present form and is probably not renuine. It is
to be noted that there is no longer r4,11Iejska Street inVarsaw; only the
rubble is left.

** possible reference io the helidny of I May, perhaps also 3 MhY ( AV of the •
Polish Censtitution% but most rrobably g Hay, aniversary of German surrender,
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"In tho nano sf the nn wrIkors in Szczecin, I thank Com-

rade Ecrzeninwski for the services rendered in social and

cultural work. The management of the R7 has recommended

Eorzenicwski for the C olden Cross of Merit. In the new

life he has chosen, the vorkers wish him all possible
success."

s/Mikulai

20. Doted. 3 July 46: Letterhead of Polish Army, Station Hospitn1 pnd Poly-
clinic No VI.
"The Strticn Hospital 7c VI in Szczecin delegates Citizen
Maj Knrzeniowski, Ryszard, to Berlin for the purpose of
purchasing medical instrunents for the hnspitnl. All
authorities, especially the Border Defense Army, are re-
ouested to assist the bearer on his journey. Duration of
trip from 3 July 1936 to 10 July 1o16.

s/Lt Col Andrejew

21. Dated 3 Jul 46:	 Same heading PI) Exhibit 20, and identical text In Russian,
with the sane siemature.**

22. Dated 3 Jul 46:	 Same letterhead as preceding exhibit, Trnmel orders for
Korzeniowski to proceed by train to Berlin to buy medical
instruments. Same signature. Reverse side of dncuments
shows stamp of Polish Military Mission with Allied Ccn-
trol Council in 3erlin. Norzeniowski registered there
on 4 July 1946. Date of departure rends lg July (instead
of 10 July, as en travel order nnd on Exhibit .20).

23, Dated 3 Jul 46:	 Letterhead of Dept of 7ationa1 Defense. A certificate
in lieu of R7-7. ticket, enabling bearer to travel at Goverr-
ment expense. Made out to Korzenics!ski for his trip from
Szczecin to Berlin.

24, Dated 3 Jul 46:	 Meal ticket made cut to Jozef Littauer, DP Index No 325,
574 and bearing star p of Mess Officer of Team 597.

215. Dated 9 Jul 46	 DP Identification Corft mods cut to Jozef Littauer, Polish
Jew, and bearing signature of Knrzeniowski as Jczef Zit-
tauer,

s/M12xula*

19. Dated 29 Jun 4E: Letterhead same ns above, also written by subject:
"I certify that Mr Korzeniowski was from 26 April to 2g

Juno assistant to the Director of the Interdepartmentel
Commission for the Activation of Transportation. His
achievements prove him to be an outstanting organizer
endowed with the highest decree of initiative as well as
a very conscientious man. He deserves a very hi gh posi-
tion."

26. Undated:

27. Undated:

Verbatim report of a meetin g of the Tennornry City Council
of Szczecin on 16 January 1946; natters of local interest
discussed by city representatives.

Letterhead of Regional Administration of PSI (Mikolajczykls
nppositirn party) in Szczecin. Letter of conpinint ond
protest to Bicrut, President of Poland. Members of the
PSL were not allowed to take port in the celebration of
Mie stand guard nn the Oder" Day.

In exhibit l gr , there are two official stomp s at the bottom of the letter.
In both 18 and 15, the signature is for ged by Korzeniowski.

It is, to say the least, str rtn6e t o combine a Polish letterhead with Russian
text.
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29.

Cnny of P detailed report on an inter-Party meeting in
Szczecin on 2 May 104-6.

The following nropaganda pemphlets published for the
Mlecti one were found on Korzeniewskit
W.Ilaginski, "The Peoples Mlections"
A booklet on the official policy of the Polish Government,
called "Three Times Yes"
Jozef Cyrankiewicz & Henryk Vachowicz, "FPS Yesterday and
Today"
Antond Korzycki, "In the Name of The Farmers' Victory"

A mimeographed campaign Letter
Prof Estriecher, commentary on P. lecture

30.	 Several notes, photographs, addresses, etc.

Analysis of the documents found on Korzenicwski makes it possible to come
to certain conclusions about his history, regardless of the many misleading
statements made by him during interrogations. Thus it is certain that Torzeniow_
ski was an inmate of at least three German concentration cam ps during the Var.
Soon after his return from internment, he became an active member of the PPS in
Lower Silesia. It appears that his first official prsition was that of First
Secretary of the County Committee of the PPS in Sroda. The newspaper article
signed by him proves that he soon became well known to the higher Polish authori-
ties and the population. Kerzeniowski is a pocd orator end propagandist for the
present Polish regime, and he was often called upon to speak at meetings on be-
half of the PPS.

His work and abilities were rewarded in Summer 1946, when he was appointed
Second Regional Secretary of the PPS in Szczecin. This position, held in the
capital of the "recovered territories", was undoubtedly a very responsible one,
and indicates Krrzeniowski l s excellent standinp with the Government*; it certain-
ly enabled him to contact the highest Polish authorities. 	 27,, nnd
29 confirm that Korzeniowski was very active as a. propagandist, and was an im-portant and trusted Polish official.

* This position can be crifiPered with the chairmanship of the majority party on
the state level in the TJS.
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ANNEX IV

Extracts Trom Sworn Statements Accusing Korzeniowski Of ITar 

Crimes Committed In The Mauthausen Concentrati on Camp. 

Prisoner: Korzenirwski, Ryszard	 Prominent Polish Officlal

1, " I, Abram Benet, maloe the follaving statement under oath:
I, Abram Bonet, entored the nauthausen Concentrati o n Camn, Austria, on

10 Tebruary 1945 as an inmate and was kept there until !ray 19145, at vhich time
the Americans liberated us, My job was tailoring,

I vas sent to Block 19, of which a man by the name of Karzeniawski,
Ryszar•, was in charge. In the month of April 1945, Korzeniowski would lash mc
with a switch and later with a board of wood, consistently, day after day. Scars
of his cruelty still remain on my back. In the latter part of April 1945, at
which time I was exhausted from overwork, beating and undernourishment, Korzen-
iewski, Ryszard, called me into his office and made me ly flat on my back, Eh
then put one foot on my neck and with the o ther kicked me until he thought I was
dead. Immediately after, he drerred me out into the cold ground and left me
there. I managed to crawl to one of the bunks and hid there, esca ping from this
torture,"

s/Abram Benet

2, "I, Jakab Kcperwas, make the following statement under oath;
I, Jakob Kaperwas, entered the Mauthausen Concentration Camp, Austria,

in July 1944 as an inmate and was kept there until May 1945, at which time we
were freed by the Americans. My job at the camp vas tailoring.

Sometime in December 1944, I saw Korzeniowski, Ryszard, take one of
the inmates, whose name was Katz, and lay him down on the main laggar, where he
applied his physical force beatin g him to death. After he killed Katz, he took
his body to one side and pulled all his gold teeth out. A few days later, Kra.-
zeniowski, Ryszard, found cut that an inmate, whose name was Knrbel, had not
given him all his nrney. He took this inmate and dragred him to the main lacTar
where he strangled him by the heel of his shoe,"

s/Jakab Koperwas

3, 9 1, G Schweitzer, make the following statement under oath:
I, G Schweitzer, entered the Mauthausen Concentration Camp, Austria,

on 10 August 1941 as an inmate and was kept there until May 1945, at which time
the Americans liberated us, My lob was tailoring,

I was sent to Bloc)- 19 of which a man by the name of Krrzenirwski,
Ryszard was in charge. He treated me with cruelty and had me severely lashed.
Almost every day during the month of April 1945, he would drag me to the main
lapgar and beat me with a switch until my back bled, The minimum amount of lashes
he would give me would be twenty-five, On or about 15 April, he had inc taken to
the crematory for disposal because I hnd not finished his dress jacket at the
proper time, I managed to survive this by jumping out of a window before enter-
ing the crematory."

s/G Schweitzer
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CONTESSIONS IIRITTEY AND SIG12D BY KORZ7N/OV5KI 

Prisoner: Korzeniowski, Ryszard	 Prrminent Polish Official

1. I, the undersigned, 7reytag, Ryszard anryk, alias Errzenirwski, alias
Littauer Jrzef, declare of my own free will, and fully realizing the legal con-
sequences of my statements:

Acting urrn orders received, I kidnapp ed a refugee from Poland called
Capt Pawloski, with the help of Cart Pasternak. The above-named Gimlet Pawlowski
lived in Block 41 of the Duerpel Center. In rrder to carry out the kidnapping,
Pasternak added to the coffee that was taken to Pawlowski an acid solution
(Srlutio acidi aesinini 005) which caused high fever. Imustmenticn that Oapt
Pawlowski is m Jew whr changed his name to Pawlowski. I do not recall his ori-
ginal name.

When fever resulted, Prodt, the commander of the Camp Police, called
me in. I must add that 3rodt was an accomplice. 'Then I was informed that the
matteryas in an advanced stage, I came to Pawlowski l s room and injected "eripani
cum extr, mrnevini cm 10" into his vein. The reaction was that Pawlowski fell
asleep. At that point, Goldberg, Czechowicz, and Pasternak alonR vith two holp-
ere, took the s1eepi:v7 Pawlowski to the car waiting at the entrance. I, after
having talked to Czechowicz, cane downstairs at the m oment when the car was about
to leave, and I noticed the presence o f the camp police who attempted to etc-)
the car, Goldberg fell from the running board and was apprehended together with
me by the police.

I add that I was ordered to accomplish that by Crl Babenko of rico, Hq
in Szczecin, after a final discussion with Capt Romanrwicz in the Polish Mission
in Berlin.

s/7reytag, Ryszard Henryk

2. On 23 December 1946, durinr an interrogation, , I requested from the in-
vestigatinr officer pormissi rn to make a statement concerning crimes that I can-
mttted during my stay in the Guesen Concentration Capp.

a. While holding the position of doctor in the Camp hospital, I killed
four p eople whose names I dr not recall. These crimes were perpetrated at the
end of December 1944,

. b. During the month of April 1945, I killed, as stated by one of my
accusers, a man whom I did not know well, and who lived in Block 19, where I was
a clerk.

I co mmitted these crimes with a. hammer and without any real motive. .
I declare that the above statement is the truth and was made by my own

free will and in the presence of tviF; witnesses, without compulsion of any kind.

s/Ryszard Henryk Korzeniewski
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